
 

Euphoria 

 

The day started with the ethnic day, where student managers were asked to be dressed in ethnic wear. It was a 

very successful show, as everyone enthusiastically dressed up in ethnics to class room. A unique sense of diversity 

was portrayed sportingly by all the students. This event was conducted in daytime when classes were going on! 

highlight was the flagship event- Mr and Ms Euphoria.  

Sur and Vibes performances showcased their talents adding a lively atmosphere to the event. A dedicated area 

was set up for the food stalls offering a wide array of fast food and snacks. Attendees had the opportunity to savour 

delicious food and refreshments.  

Managerial games-  

Logo quiz - In this game contestants had to guess the brand logo, that was being shown in the laptop. It was a 

buzzer round, so the person who guessed the logo had to clap quickly in order to speak, the first to clap was given the 

chance to answer, if the answer is correct, they will the have to tell a little bit about the company.  

Fun games-  

Tip tip Barsa Paani- Tip-tip barsa paani was a fun game, in this solo game participants were given a straw and 

a glass of water, another empty glass which was across the table had to be filled with the water, that contestants will 

fill in the straw. It was a time based game, so the one to finish quick was the winner.  

Saap ki chaal- Saap ki chaal was a partner game, where pairs of two were given a asymmetric parallel path 

and the contestants had to hold hands without breaking the bond and complete the path. This again was a time based 

game, the one to complete fast and without breaking the bond was the winner.  

These activities fostered team spirit and healthy competition among attendees.\  

Sponsors-  

Grand Delhi Darbar  

Phule Bakers 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

BARCODE 

 

Barcode, a flagship event of SIMS, was conducted for 2 days i.e., 21st, and 22nd October 2023, where various 

managerial competitions were conducted with over 1300 registrations from top colleges of the country like IIMs, 

Christ University, NMIMS, IITs, etc. Details of all the inter-college competitions were uploaded on Unstop(D2C) for 

registrations. Received over 1300 registrations in total from students across the country including those from IIM 

Bangalore, IIM Nagpur, IIT Delhi, Delhi School of Economics, Christ University, and many such institutes. 

 

On 21st October 2023, the festivities commenced with respected Director Brigadier Dr. Rajiv Divekar & our faculty 

in-charge, Dr. Ruby Chanda declaring the event open during the Inauguration Ceremony by lighting the lamp 

followed by a mesmerizing performance by Vibes club. After the commencement, the competitions were conducted 

throughout the day. 

 

 

 

 

 


